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Introduction 
Geometry shaders are a part of the graphics programming pipeline able to create completely new geometry 

on the fly. Being able to do this is insanely powerful. I’ve always found fur interesting in games and I wanted 

to know how they did it. During research I found out that the Shells & Fins methods was a common method.  

Shells 

 

We render an extrusion of the mesh following the meshes normal and via an opacity map as the new vertices 

are further away from the mesh the lower their opacity becomes.Giving the illusion of the fur getting thinner. 

Fins 
We want to create quads on the edge of the object so the rim of the  

objects aren’t as see trough as the shell is.  

We do this to preserve the illusion of fur along the silhouette edges  

and it also creates the illusion that it has a lot more volume. 

 

 

 

Combining 
To get the full fur effect we need to combine everything. 

We do this by making multiple passes 

• Mesh Rendering (Pass0) 

• Fin Rendering (Pass1) 

• Shell Rendering (Pass2) 
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Pass 0 | Mesh 
Vertex shader transforms everything and the pixel shader has a diffuse shadow calculation. So there is some 

shading underneath the fur. 

 

Pass 1 | Fins 
We want quads around the edges of our mesh.  

We calculate the midpoint of an edge. We then check if the dot product of the view vector & the line normal 

is smaller then a defined value (deadzone) tweaking this value allows for more or less quads around the 

edges of the object. 

When we have the quads generated correctly we have to also make sure the texture coordinates are those of 

the original line points to get the correct colors. We also need new texture coordinates since we want to 

apply an opacity to each fin. So, it looks more like fur and not just like a quad. 

 

A very important part of the fins is having the right DepthStencilState and correct BlendState. The fins should 

not be able to write to the DepthBuffer. This produces weird artifacts/results if you forget this part. Alpha 

blending must be on because all the fins use some opacity. 
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Pass 2 | Shell 
We render the mesh n amount of times each time extruding the  

mesh along the normal.  

This works well for short haired fur. As when you go for  

longer hair the limitation of the number of vertices you can  

generate per function call starts to get in the way. Since we use a  

triangle in the geometry shader we have a maximum of 84 vertices  

per function call. This means a maximum of 28 layers. 

 

The shell uses the same BlendState and DepthStencilState as the fins. It’s equally important otherwise it 

won’t look good. 

Optimization 
A fun optimization I found was using cbuffers. You can create different buffers for different variables and 

pack them more closely so they are closer together in memory. As well as update buffers more often then 

other buffers. HLSL doesn’t do this optimization on its own you have to do this yourself in C++. 

Side Note 
Since it would be a cool feature to be able to get some fur-less spots. I tested this and found it amusing so I 

kept it in. It uses one texture to decide what spots are fur-less and what texture should be on those spots. It 

uses the opacity of the texture to decide if there should be fur.  
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Result 

 

Overall, I think my result was okay but it could use a lot of improvements. I didn’t expect to run into as much 

problems as I did but that’s part of the fun. There are a lot of things that would be interesting to try out 

(Clumping, wetness, wind animation). 

References 
http://www.xbdev.net/directx3dx/specialX/Fur/ 

http://developer.download.nvidia.com/SDK/10/direct3d/Source/Fur/doc/FurShellsAndFins.pdf 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/bb509581(v=vs.85).aspx 
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